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Press Release 
 

Chandigarh, October 31: A record weekend crowd of visitors 

thronged the “village of Chandigarh National Crafts“ at Kalagram. 

This Crafts Mela turned out to be a perfect blend of cuisine, craft and 
culture which left an indelible mark on the minds of the visitors. The 

colorful ethnic dances of the states enhanced the excitement 

amongst the visitors. The day performances consisting of Bamrasia, 

Behrupia Nachar, Puppet show, Kachi Ghori, Stick Walker were the 
main attraction for the children. 

The highlight of the day is Uttar Pradesh, this state’s Art and 

Culture 24 are giving visitors an insight into culture of UP. All 

National awardee artisans have displayed the beautiful art work 
depicting the lifestyle of its rich heritage and its history which has 

contributed significantly in consolidating the cultural traditions of 

UP. Around 24 artisans from Uttar Pradesh have very appealing and 

enticing artwork for the art lovers. 

Stall no G 8 has very fine nakashi metal work item on brass. 
The National awardee artisan has made very impressive art with 

Iron kalam and thaapi on the brass utensils in the form of payali, 

fruit bowl, sarai, flower vase. Stall no 10 run by Shakeel has special 

woolen darri made of like Newzland wool, Bikaner wool, sheep wool 
and natural wool. These handmade carpets ranges from Rs 150- Rs 

65, 000, the artisans from Mirzapur UP have colorful range of 

different varieties of carpets for the drawng room and longes. Stall 

no 11 run by Azaz Ahmab, National awardee has beautiful Banarasi 
Rangkat Saari, the saree is made on traditional theme, besides this 

he has other varieties like Silk Cotton saree, Jangla saree. The range 

starts from Rs 4500- Rs 12, 000. 

Stall no G 17/3 have wide range of Banarasi Saree, suit and 

dress material, silk bed covers. The Phuial saree is the attraction in 
the stall. The artisan has sold silver real gold work saree to 

Bollywood celebrities also which starts from Rs 45, 000. Stall no G 

25 have beautiful Karpuri Jamdani Saree which requires atleast 

three or more than three colors to weave the saree. Whereas Stall 
no 30 has amazing collection of Banarsi Karkwas Saree ranges from 

Rs 2000- Rs 12,000.The specility of this saree is that it is made of 

two different colors with special emphasis on border. Stall no 43 

have nice Pahuri Embroidery Saree. 
           Stall no 47 have collection of Inlay on marble work. Inlay is 

one of the most intricate and complicated arts. The artisans have an 

imperial collection of Inlay Table Tops, Tiles, Floorings, Stairs, 



Borders & Panels etc. Stall no 63 has colorful bed sheets of colorful 

block painting. One should also explore Banarsi suit at stall no 68, 

kitchen ware Blue pottery products are available in stall no 72, 
National awardee in the stall no 74 has best of the wooden furniture 

from Saharanpur and specializes in carved wood entrance, interior 

doors, pooja doors, mantels, panels, shutters and frames, idols, 

moulding, embellishments, cornices. 
        With so many activities going on at different spots in the 

village, the whole village illuminated beautifully with different 

colorful lights has its own charm. Today's evening will be unfolded 

by Haryanvi folk dance, Haryanvi folk songs and Haryanvi folk music. 
The program has been scheduled on the eve of Haryana Day. 

Tomorrow, there will be Punjabi folk dance, songs and music 

performance to enthrall the audience. 
 


